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Brightness of sperm tail in immunofluorescence image indicates the stability of the tail and
 more bright sperm tails are bent in acute angle than obtuse angle.
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Introduction
 

Sperm is a male gamete, which has three main sections, head, mid-piece, and tail (www.vivo.colostate.edu). It has the

 structures of acrosome, nucleus, centriole, mitochondria, and microtubule tail (Wilt & Hake, 2004). The microtubule
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 tail consists of flagellum and axoneme (worms.zoology.wisc.edu). The flagellum in the midpiece section of the sperm

 is localized by kinesin motor protein (Henson et al, 1997). In this experiment, immunofluorescence technique was used

 to detect acytylated tubulin in sperm tail of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Immunofluorescence is technique of applying

 antibody to identify antigenic material. Binding of antigen can be observed through fluorescence microscope

 (www.bio.org). The anti body used to detect acytylated tubulin was called Alexa546 GAM and appeard red under the

 fluorescence microscope (Protocol by Morris, 2009). This study tested the hypothesis that the brightness of the sperm

 tails on acytylated tubulin image indicatesthe stability of the microtubule and among the bright sperm tail, there are

 more tail bent in acute angle than obtuse angle. The angle of bent sperm tail indicates the motility of sperm tail which is

 powered by flagellar dynein (worms.zoology.wisc.edu). The hypothesis was stated confidently based on the experiment

 done by LeDizet and Piperno, stating that acetylated microtubule are more resistant to antimitotic drugs than

 nonacytylated microtubules (LeDizet & Piperno, 1986) and Reed, stating that acetylation of alpha tubulin directly

 influences the kinesin-1 motor domain (Reed et al, 2006). As mentioned earlier, kinesin motor protein localizes

 flagellum and midpiece of sperm mictrotubule tail (Henson et al, 1996). This experiment is significant because sperm’s

 chance of fertilizing depends on the stability and motility of the micrtubules.

Materials and Method

The protocol “Immunofluorescent staining of sea urchin embryos, MeOH fixation (for classroom use, adherent embryo

 technique)” (Developed on sonsulation with Drs. J. Henson and B. Shuster, MBL, summer 2008) was followed. The

 only change made in this protocol was polylysine was replaced by protomin sulfate. After staining was done, the

 images were taken by Nikon E 400 epifluorescence miscroscope with standard Hoechst, FITC, and Rhodamine

 fluorescent filte set, using Spot Advanced software in a spot Insight camera from Diagnostic Instruments. 40X fluro

 objective was used for all images. After images were taken, images of sperms with acytylated tubulin and fertilizing

 sperm was observed and analyzed. Number of sperm for two different group, “Bright tail” and “Dim tail” was counted.

 For each group, number of sperm tail bent with acute angle and obtuse angle was counted then the percentage of acute

 and obtuse angle was calculated for each group. The data was out into a bar graph by Microsoft Excel software. The

 image of fertilizing sperm was also observed to conclude the stability of sperm.
 
 
 
Result

http://www.bio.org/
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Figure 1. Image of sperm with Alexa546 GMA Ab showing acytylated tubulin. Sperm before the fertilization (upper).
 Sperms during the fertilization (lower). This image measures 287 m across the horizontal length.
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Figure 2. The graph shows the % of acute and obtuse sperm tail angle for each brightness. Black bar graph indicates
 acute angle of sperm tail and yellow indicates obtuse angle of sperm tail.
 

 

Figure 1 shows the images taken after the immunofluorescence staining. They are both red color, which indicates the

 presence of acytylated tubulin. There are bright and dim red in upper image. Figure 1 (lower) is the sperm in the

 process of fertilization. They are both bent in acute angle. In upper image, It can be observed that within bright sperms

 tails, there are more sperm tails bent in acute angle than obtuse angle. In contrast, there are more sperm tails bent in

 obtuse angle than acute angle within dim sperm tails. In Figure 2, the graph demonstrates the percentage of sperm tail

 bent in acute and obtuse for each brightness. Within “Bright”, 70.6% of sperm tails were bent in acute angle and only

 29.4% of sperms tails were bent in obtuse angle. In contrast, within “Dim”, only 26.7% of sperm tails were bent in

 acute angle but 73.3% were obtuse angle.
 
 
Discussion and Conclusion
 
The hypothesis stated that the brightness of the sperm tails on acytylated tubulin image indicates the stability of the

 microtubule and among the bright sperm tail, there are more tail bent in acute angle than obtuse angle. Based on the

 result, the hypothesis is supported. As Figure 2 shows, the bright sperm tails have more tails bent in acute angle than

 obtuse. This acute bent is due to the microtubule motility powered by flagella dynein. Dynein arms will slide along the

 microtubules, which causes the bending (worms.zoology.wisc.edu). In order for dynein to slide along the flagella,

 motor protein kinesin is required to localize midpiece and flagellum of sea urchins (Henson et al, 1997). In the

 experiment by Reed at al, it was was stated that kinesin-1 binding and transport was promoted by microtubules

 acetylation. Kinesin-1 consists of two kinesin heavy chain (KHC) and two kinesin light chains (KLC). When alpha-

tubulin acetylation was eliminated, KHC binding was lost significantly. It was also discovered that alpha-tubulin

 influences the enzymatic activities of kinesin-1. It can be concluded that tubulin acytylation is required to promote

 kinesin-1, which localizes flagellum in midpiece section of sperm. Once flagellum is localized, flagellar dynein can

 slide along the microtubule, which causes the stable bending of the sperm tail (Reed et al, 2006, Henson et al, 1997,

 worms.zoology.wisc.edu) in acute angle. This indicates that scytylated tubulin is important for stability and motility of

 sperm tail. Another approach to test the stability was based on the experiment by LeDizet and Piperno.
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In the experiment by LeDizet and Piperno, acytylated micrtubules and nonacytylated microtubules were exposed toxic

 drug colchicines and anti-polymerization drug nocodazole. In colchicines experiment, only 20% of acetylated

 microtubule decreased, while 86% of nonacytylated microtubules were depolymerized. Under the immunofluorescence

 image, acytylated microtubule was brighter than depolymerized, which was dim. The result was same when exposed to

 nocodazole. This time, acytylated tubulin was totally resistant, while 43% of nonacytylated microtubules was

 depolymeized. The result of the brightness was identical as colchicines (LeDizet & Piperno1986). This explains the

 correlation between brightness and stability of sperm tail in the result, bright indicates stable sperm tail and its motility.

 The image of sperm in the process of fertilization also had tail bent in acute angle suggesting that sperm tail requires to

 be stable and motile.

 

If this experiment was repeated thousand times and the result comes out the same, in this case, bright sperm tails are

 bent in acute angle, which indicates the stability, it is certain that there is a definite correlation between brightness of

 sperm tail and bent tail angle.

 

Possible source of the error in the experiment may be the fact that the brightness of the sperm tails was determined

 qualitatively. There may be another set of brightness level such as in between Bright and Dim. When refine the

 experiment for more accurate data, images should be analyzed by measuring the pixel with computer software such as

 Photoshop.

 

For the future experiment, instead of focusing just on the brightness of sperm tail, another variable should be focused as

 well such as mitotic division and how the brightness correlates. Since mitosis involves the assembly of microtubules,

 result obtained from sperm tail may help as well.
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